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Outcome Measure 

-Criteria for an appropriate Outcome Measure:

Outcome Measure (OM)

- Needs to be something relevant to the patient and their ssx

- Needs to be subjectively experienced by the patient

Outcomes that are NOT OM’s

- Palpatory improvements

- Appreciations in improved movement

- Appreciations in improved function …….unless simultaneously appreciated by the 

patient!



Re-Checking your Outcome Measure

Post treatment/intervention, you should ask the patient to repeat the OM and 

ask:

“Does that feel worse, better or no different/no change?”

Unless the patient responds “better” you have not achieved your objective.

If they are unsure, or if they stall/hesitate to respond, it is no change.

The result should be patient led ie they tell YOU they are better, not you 

telling them!



So how do you choose an appropriate outcome measure?

Relevant to the patient:

Most patients present in pain and are looking for pain relief.  Where this is the case, 

at least in the initial treatment stages at least you MUST look to pain as an outcome 

measure.  This means choosing a painful motion/px provoking movement/position.

NB/  You are looking to reproduce the symptoms at the LOWER END of the 

patients pain - NOT at the high end.

This is most important with acute patients where you risk exacerbating their 

symptoms with high end reproduction of symptoms.



Practical 

- Standing - if they cant weight bear in neutral they will not be comfortable weight 

bearing through range so immediately you need to offload them out of a standing 

position.

- Check sitting.  It still has a weight bering element but less than standing.  

- Can they tolerate F/E in sitting?  

- If not can they tolerate pelvic tilt with the shoulders remaining over the hips?  

- If not get them fully offloaded spinally i.e. into cat position.  

- Can they tolerate active F/E in this position?  

- If not can they tolerate pelvic tilting?

- If not try side lying - can they tolerate passive mobilisation into F/E in this position?  



Restore Basic Function

As outline above, if the pt cannot weight-bear/stand without pain DO NOT 

maintain them in this position for treating and rechecking.  You will just 

aggravate them overall.

If someone has loss of pain free range in sagittal plane, they will never have 

proper function in other ranges or multidirectional ranges.  Therefore again 

ADDRESS THE BASICS.  You must restore sagittal plane motion before any of 

the others.



Metabolic Strategy

Why do some patients respond 

positively and others negatively?



Metabolic Strategy

Clinically

- Body Type

- Tissue Type

- Metabolic State



Plastics 

Stocky build/squarer frame

Muscles tend to be “stiffer” 

Issue is restriction

______________________

Respond positively to more “robust” 

approach

Respond well to more movement

Can generally tolerate and respond 

well to doseage as well as approach 

that is more intensive

Elastics

Slender/slighter frame

Tend to be “hypermobile

_____________________

Approach needs to be specific and 

measured

Respond sensitively to increases in 

movement, can respond negatively

Generally do not respond well to 

heavy hands on treatment.  Tissues 

tend to be sensitive.

Body Type
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Metabolism
• The set of life-sustaining chemical transformations 

within the cells of living organisms.  These enzyme-

catalyzed reactions allow organisms to grow and 

reproduce, maintain their structures and respond to 

their environments.

• Metabolism is usually divided into 2 categories:

• Catabolism - breaks down organic matter and 

harvests energy by way of cellular respiration

• Anabolism - uses energy to construct components 

of cells such as proteins and nucleic acids



Optimal

Fit

Systemically well

Good skin tone and colour

Well adhered skin/superficial fascia

Well exercised

Unstressed/healthy attitude to stress

Good diet

Good sleepers

Non-Optimal

Post surgery

For 2 years after 

chemo/radiotherapy

Pregnancy

Post-Partum

Hormonal Factors

Thyroid Dysfunction

Medications - blood 

thinners/antiinflamms/steroids

Extremes of Age

Metabolic State
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Non-Optimal Metabolism

• Where metabolism in non-optimal, the following may 

apply; 

• Hypo Metabolisms - slow/sluggish metabolisms

• healthy i.e. postpartum female, 

• unhealthy i.e. hypothyroid 
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Non-Optimal Metabolism

• Where metabolism in non-optimal, the following may 

apply; 

• Hyper Metabolisms - overactive/overreactive

metabolisms which can be

• healthy i.e. in young patients, pregnant 

females or acute inflammation

• unhealthy i.e. with hyperthyroid, stress or 

chronic inflammation
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Healthy

Good tone

Skin adheres well to superficial 

fascia

Good elasticity

Unhealthy

Skin has “doughy” feel

Not well adhered to superficial 

fascia

Stretch marks

Stodgy feel 

Poor elasticity

Tissue Type
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Metabolic 

Dysfunction

Vascular:

Blotchy reaction to superficial 

brushing strokes or rapid 

erythematous reaction

Lymphatic:

Thick, stodgy feel to 

superficial fascia

Skin:

Doughy and congested

May appear normal

Treatment
The area will tolerate a limited amount

Focus on key areas and do deep work for short periods

Minimise techniques that traverse the skin

Follow with:

Ice - Analgesic and potentially Anti-Inflammatory qualities

Kinesiology taping - promote lymphatic drainage

Discussion



Metabolic Dysfunction



Metabolic Stress

Vascular:

Redness, blueness, 

signs of congestion

Lymphatic:

Puffiness, oedema, 

scar indentation

Skin:

Taught, shiny, reactive

Treatment
Avoid direct work over “stressed” tissue

Address issues distal and proximal to site

Optimise sliding and gliding of proximal tissues 

Follow with:

Ice - Anaelgesic and Anti-Inflammatory qualities

Kinesiology taping - promote lymphatic drainage

Discussion



Metabolic Stress



Metabolism

With Non-Optimal Metabolism within the tissues relevant 

to you, consider;

1)  How significant is the metabolic disturbance? 

i.e. Metabolic Dysfunction or Metabolic Stress?

2)  Is the disturbance local or global?

3)  Is it transient or more permanent?



Optimal Metabolism

• Those with a healthy, functional, optimal

metabolism respond most easily to 

treatment.

• With these you have a “margin for error” 
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Non-Optimal Metabolism

• With either extreme, the tolerance of the system is reduced.  

• Non-Optimal Metabolism impedes the tissues’ ability to accept 

treatment and will impact tissue response.  

• This correlates with a reduced margin for error.  

• With Non-Optimal Metabolism treatment needs to be specific 

and minimal to achieve a positive reaction and avoid a negative 

reaction.
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Guidelines!



1)  Dont lie them 

prone!

Especially men



2) Avoid rotation and 

lateral flexion with 

stenotic patients

- In the acute stages

- Some you will never be able to do 

passive rotn/LF even long term

- Strength in neutral, then sagittal, 

coronal and horrid planes.  Build it 

up



3)  Stabilise pts you 

have aggravated with 

too much movement!

- Activation

- Door squat

- Avoid clam/bridge with 

neuropathic pain?



Offload

SPRT



5)  Golden Rule

If it’s aggravating it - avoid

If it’s relieving it - carry on



6)  Sleep!!!

- “Position of ease” is essential and 

prognostic



7)  Sneeze looking up



8)  Don’t over treat

- Be specific

-Get in and get out



9)  Hip Hinge

Learn your lifts!



Pharmas are your 

friend!

Dont shy away from getting the 

right meds for your patient - they 

can be game changers



Thank you!

Any questions?


